Given multivariate time series data, how do we detect changes in the behavior of the time series: for example, the onset of illnesses or complications in patients? Can we do this without making strong assumptions about the data? We propose BnB (Branch and Border), an online, nonparametric change detection method that detects multiple changes in multivariate data. Unlike existing methods, BnB approaches change detection by separating points before and after the change using an ensemble of random partitions. BnB is (a) scalable: it scales linearly in the number of time ticks and dimensions, and is online, thus using bounded memory and bounded time per iteration; (b) effective: providing theoretical guarantees on the false positive rate, and achieving 70% or more increased F-measure over baselines in experiments averaged over 11 datasets; (c) general: it is nonparametric, and works on mixed data, including numerical, categorical, and ordinal data.
Introduction
How do we detect change points in multivariate time series data? This problem has wide-ranging applications: in the medical domain, changes can indicate the onset of illnesses or complications, such as seizures, panic, and heart attacks [29] . Change detection on sensor data has been used to detect power plant failures and blackouts [3] . Other applications include intrusion detection in computer networks [35] , disease outbreak detection [20] , and location recognition for robots [24] .
In many cases, we cannot assume that the data follows any standard distribution (e.g. Gaussian, Poisson). In realistic settings, data can be multi-modal, skewed, and nonlinear; moreover, different columns of the data may have different types: e.g. binary, numerical, ordinal, or count data. We also often want to detect change points in an online manner: many types of data (e.g. medical data) are received in real time. As each data point is received, the algorithm should update efficiently. Thus, our goal is an online, nonparametric * School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University † Department of Statistics, Carnegie Mellon University change detection algorithm:
Informal Problem 1. (Online Change Detection)
• Given a multivariate stream X 1 , X 2 , · · · (possibly containing numerical, ordinal or categorical data); • Find a set of time ticks t where changes occurred, reported in a streaming manner.
Change detection in time series [31, 7] has been studied extensively (expanded in Section 2). Our work differs in two key aspects. Firstly, most work focuses on purely numerical data, whereas we want to allow for e.g. count, ordinal and categorical data. Secondly, we use a nonparametric, random partition based approach. Algorithms which make distributional assumptions can be negatively affected when these do not hold: e.g. Gaussian or Poisson-based approaches will be overly influenced by outliers given heavy-tailed data, and report wrong change points. Moreover, many real world datasets may be hard to fit using any standard distribution: e.g. nonlinear or multimodal data.
Our contributions are as follows: 1. Algorithm: We propose an online nonparametric change detection algorithm based on random partitions, a novel approach for change detection. rely on a parametric statistical model: e.g. Gaussians [17] , and more general exponential family distributions [10] . Accompanying these are search algorithms: greedy binary segmentation [31] , bottom-up segmentation [16] , dynamic programming (DP) [15] . Wild binary segmentation [11] uses binary segmentation on random intervals. PELT [17] applies pruning to DP. Other approaches include Hidden Markov Models [18] , Group Fused Lasso (GFL) [4] , and Distance Metric Learning (DML) [34] , which uses a Mahalanobis metric. Online Change Detection FLOSS [12] is an online segmentation approach for multivariate data. GGS [13] is an online, multivariate, Gaussian approach. CUSUM [36] is an online approach for several parametric families; other control-chart approaches include e.g. MEWMA [28] . CD [27] uses a PCA-based, online multivariate approach. Other Methods Nonparametric change detection methods include Multivariate Rho (MRHO) [19] , and E-statistic based EDIV [26] and ECP [26] , which use nonparametric goodness-of-fit measures. Other methods include Kernel Change Point Detection (KCP) [9] , and neural networks [25] . Forest-Based Outlier Detection [23] proposed Isolation Forests, which detect outliers based on the intuition that outliers have low depth in randomly constructed trees. [32] proposes a similar but streaming approach. However, outlier detection and change detection require different intuitions: outlier detection is non-temporal, and finds deviations from the data, while change detection requires a time-series, and finds transitions from one regime to another. Table 1 summarizes existing change point detection methods. BnB differs from existing methods in that it is online, nonparametric, and allows for multiple data types. Our approach is also very different, relying on an ensemble of random partitions. 
Mixed Data Types " 3 Problem Definition Table 2 shows the symbols used in this paper. We are given X, an n × d dataset, i.e. it has n time ticks with d dimensions. Denote by X t the data point at time t, and denote by X tj the data value in dimension j at time t. Our goal is to detect change points: i.e. time ticks where the behavior of the time series changes significantly. Formally:
Problem Setting
• Given a multivariate dataset of t time ticks with ddimensions (X tj for j = 1, · · · , d and t = 1, · · · , n) containing numeric, ordinal or categorical data; • Output a set of time ticks where changes occurred.
A major challenge is the online setting, in which we receive the data incrementally, one time tick at a time, i.e. X 1 , X 2 , · · · . In some cases the stream may be infinite, in which case n = ∞. As we receive the data, we should output which time ticks are change points.
However, it would be unrealistic to expect to determine whether time point t is a change point without any future information after time t: this is because the time ticks t + 1, t + 2, · · · are important in deciding whether an apparent change at time t was a true change point, or simply noise. Hence, we introduce a window parameter w: upon receiving time tick t + w, the algorithm must output whether time t is a change point.
Problem 2. (Online Change Detection)
• Given a multivariate stream of d-dimensional data (X tj for j = 1, · · · , d and t = 1, 2, · · · ), possibly containing numeric, ordinal or categorical data; • Output at time t + w whether a change point occurred at time tick t.
Illustrative Example
The main idea of our approach is its use of random partitions to measure how good a change is. Consider a 1-dimensional toy dataset: X = [0, 1, 0, 0, 10, 10, 9, 10], which clearly has a change point at t = 5. If we sample a random cut point uniformly between 0 and 10 (the min and max of the data), then with 80% probability, the cut point lies in (1, 9). In this case, the cut point perfectly separates the points before and after t = 5. Intuitively then, t = 5 is a good change point because the points before and after (or equal to) it are easily separable by random partitions. In real data, single cuts do not always suffice, and we may need multiple cuts, but the intuition is similar. Consider the drawing of a bird on a branch 1 in Figure  2a , containing an unknown change point, from drawing the branch to drawing the bird. The connecting line segments (in black) indicate that the drawing is a time series, not just a set of points. Finding the change point is challenging: the bird's feet and tail are hard to separate from the branch. Figure 2b shows that the Gaussian approach has difficulty: these approaches rely on a large difference in means before and after the change, but the bird and branch have fairly close means. Figure 2c illustrates our random partition approach. We conduct random cuts (gray lines) that partition the space recursively. At the time of the correct change, the points before the change (in red) and after the change (in blue) can be cleanly separated by the random partition: i.e. all boxes contain either only red or only blue points. The stronger the change point, the easier the red and blue points are to cleanly separate, and the simpler the random partition we would need to cleanly separate them. Hence, in Figure 2d we compute a score for each possible change point based on how easily we can separate the points before and after the change using random partitions (we formalize this in Section 5). Averaging over many such partitions, Figure 2d shows that the highest change score indeed coincides with the true change point.
Proposed BnB Algorithm

Random Partition Tree
We first explain how our random trees are built. Given a dataset X of size n with d dimensions, we first uniformly sample one of the d dimensions to split. Then, we sample the split point: we sample two independent uniform values between the minimum and maximum of the data values, and use their mean as the split point. This causes split points to tend toward the middle of the range, making the children more balanced in their node counts. We then recurse onto each child, stopping when a node contains only one data point, or reaches a depth limit d lim .
Recall that we want to allow for ordinal and categorical data. These can be easily handled by splitting ordinal data at a randomly chosen split point, and splitting categorical data by randomly dividing the categories into two sets.
Definition 1. (Random Partition Tree)
A random partition tree is built by recursively sampling a feature, and then sampling a split point to partition the data space into two, continuing recursively until a depth of d lim is reached.
Change Score
Our main intuition is that if time tick t is a good change point, then the data before and after the change point should be cleanly separable using relatively simple partitions, i.e. shallow trees. For a given candidate change point t, define the 'left set' L as the w points before time t (i.e. {X t−w , · · · , X t−1 }). Similarly, define the 'right set' R as the w points at or after time t (i.e. {X t , · · · , X t+w−1 }). Given a single random partition tree T , define the 'separation depth' as the minimum depth at which T fully separates the left set from the right set. Here 'fully separated' means that like in Figure 2c , each node of T at that depth either contains only points from L or R, but not both.
Definition 2. (Separation Depth)
The separation depth s k,t for the kth random partition tree at time tick t is the minimum depth at which T k fully separates the left set from the right set.
Intuitively, low separation depth means that L and R can be easily separated, which means t is a good change point. If L and R are not fully separated when reaching the depth limit d lim , we set the separation BnB is adaptive and nonparametric: (a) A drawing of a bird on a branch, with an unknown change point (when moving from the branch to the bird) (b) The bird and the branch have similar means, making them difficult to separate using standard approaches. (c) At the time of the true change, the red points (before the change) and blue points (after the change) can be fully separated using a relatively simple random partition, suggesting that this is a good change. The blue region (boxes only containing points after the change) conforms to the bird's outline well despite the bird's unique shape which is hard to separate from the branch. (d) Averaging over many such partitions, the change score is highest at the true change time.
depth to d lim + 1, which functions as an upper limit to prevent any single tree from being too influential. Finally, we average the separation depth values over N random partition trees. Since d lim + 1 is an upper bound, we then use d lim + 1 minus this average separation depth as our change score: thus, higher values indicate a better change, with 0 being the minimum value indicating a poor change.
Definition 3. (Change Score)
The change score c t at time tick t is d lim + 1 minus the average separation depth computed using N random partition trees:
Efficient Implementation
The step of computing change scores can be sped up significantly over the naive approach. Implemented naively, at each of n time ticks, we would need to compute N separation depths, each taking O(w) time, for a total of O(n · N · w). However, we can save a factor of O(w), by computing the change scores in a single pass over the dataset.
Consider a random partition tree T . Every data point X t for each t has been assigned to a leaf of T during the tree-building step. For convenience, let the nodes in T be assigned integer ids i = 1, 2, · · · arbitrarily. Define s L ('left ancestor count'), a sparse vector: for each node i of T , s L [i] is the number of points in the left set that node i contains. For example, in Figure 2c , each node corresponds to a box; then s L [i] is the number of points from the left set in that box. Define s R ('right ancestor count') similarly using the right set. Define s I ('intersection set') as the set of nodes which have nonzero counts in both s L and s R .
Lemma 5.1. At time t, the separation depth is 1 more than the maximum depth among nodes in s I .
Proof. All nodes with nonzero counts in s L are those with descendants in the left set, and similarly for s R , so s I contains nodes with descendants from both sets. If D is the maximum depth among nodes in s I , the tree at depth D is not enough to perfectly separate the left and right sets, since a node at depth D has descendants from both sets (so the node contains points from the left and the right sets). However, the tree at depth D + 1 does perfectly separate the left and right sets, otherwise there would exist a node in s I with depth D + 1.
Algorithm 1 shows our change scoring algorithm. We initialize s L , s R , s I and separation depths s j,t , then maintain them efficiently as we move forward in time.
Let z t be a 0-1 vector with 1 in entry i iff node i is an ancestor of the leaf containing the data point X t . Note then that s L is just the sum of z t over the left set, and similarly for s R . Initially, the left set contains the first w time ticks, so s L is initialized as s L = w t=1 z t (Line 4). Similarly s R = 2w t=w+1 z t (Line 5). Next we initialize s I as the set of nodes with nonzero counts in both s L and s R (Line 7), and compute the separation depth s j,w+1 following Lemma 5.1 (Line 8).
To maintain these values, for s L and s R we add and subtract the relevant vectors z t (Lines 12 and 13) . For each such change, we incrementally update the intersection set s I (Line 14) and thus the separation depth (Line 15). Finally, we compute the overall change score by averaging over all the trees (Line 16).
Algorithm 2 summarizes our full offline algorithm BnB. It estimates N random partition trees, then uses ChangeScore to compute scores. 
Algorithm 1: ChangeScore
Input : Dataset X, N random partition trees, window w Output: Change scores ct for w ≤ t ≤ n − w + 1 1 For each tree: 2 for j in 1 to N do 3 Initialize left and right ancestor counts 4 sL = w t=1 zt 5 sR = 2w t=w+1 zt 6 Intersection set and separation depth 7 sI = {k : sL[i] > 0 and sR[i] > 0} 8 sj,w+1 = 1 + maxi∈s I depth(i) 9 for t in w to n − w + 1 do
Online Algorithm (BnBO)
We now explain how BnB can be modified to be run online. The change score computation ChangeScore is already online: Lines 2 to 8 are based on only the first 2w time ticks, while Lines 12 to 15 are based only on the current window. Hence, it adapts to streams of arbitrary length. At time t, to compute z t , for each tree, we 'classify' X t by recursively following the split points, from the root node down to whichever leaf node X t belongs to.
Only the tree generation algorithm MakeTree is not yet online, as it uses the full dataset to choose each split point. BnBO uses a small 'initialization' dataset of 250 points, which we use for MakeTree to decide the split points for all trees. The resulting trees are then used in the online version of ChangeScore for future data points in the stream. (N · n · d lim ) .
Time Complexity
For the same reasons, BnBO's tree building step requires O(N ·d lim ). For each online update, computing z t is still proportional to tree height, since we travel the height of the tree, so each online update is O (N · d lim ) .
6 Theoretical Analysis 6.1 Interpretation of Separation Depth Can we better understand what BnB does, by re-interpreting it in a more theoretical way: e.g. is there a metric space (i.e. a space where we can measure distances), for which our approach is related to distances in this space? We show that the answer is 'yes'.
A metric space is a set X and a distance function
(Triangle Inequality) Given a tree T k , the tree partitions the data space, mapping each data point X t into a leaf of T k : let leaf(X t ) map X t to its leaf. Define X as the set of leaves, and d(x, y) as the shortest path distance (in terms of number of graph hops) between leaves x and y. Proof. This is a special case of the fact that geodesic distance in a graph forms a metric space, if and only if the graph is connected [5] . In our case, the graph is a tree, hence the leaves indeed form a metric space.
Theorem 6.1. The separation depth s k,t can be rewritten in terms of distances in this metric space:
Proof. We prove this in our supplement [1].
This implies that separation depth s k,t , which measures how good a change is, is effectively a nearest-neighbor like statistic (though not in a Euclidean space).
Bounds on False Positive Rate
Our main theorems bound our false positive rate. Assume that no change is present; as is standard in change detection literature, we use the null hypothesis H 0 : X t−w , · · · , X t+w−1 are i.i.d., representing no change, and bound the probability of high values of change score. First consider a single tree, which outputs the separation depth s k,t as change score. Then: Theorem 6.2. For any λ > 0, letting p λ = 2 λ−1 , we have:
Proof. We prove this in our supplement [1] . The main idea is to condition on the set of values taken by X t−w , · · · , X t+w−1 (but not their order); then we can bound the probability that any partition fully separates the left and right sets.
The next theorem concerns our final change score c t . For any error threshold ε > 0, we have:
This implies that any change scores above this value can be used to trigger an alarm with 1 − ε confidence, i.e. at most ε probability of a false positive.
Experiments
We design experiments to answer the questions:
• Q1. Change Detection Accuracy: how accurate are BnB and BnBO compared to baselines?
• Q2. Scalability: do they scale linearly?
• Q3. Real-World Discoveries: how do they perform on an indoor occupancy detection task? Experiments were done on a 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5 Macbook Pro, 16 GB RAM running OS X 10.11.2. We implement our method in Python. For our methods we set w = 15, d lim = 15 and N = 50, but show experiments on parameter sensitivity in this section.
We evaluate our algorithms on multivariate time series with various sizes and domains, described in Table  3 . The Occupancy dataset contains ground truth change labels, which are the time points when the room changed from occupied to unoccupied, or vice versa.
7.1 Q1. Detection Accuracy We now evaluate our algorithms' accuracy in detecting change points.
Single Change Points For each dataset, we sample a change point as a random time tick between n/4 to 3n/4 (rounded). For data points on or after the change point, we add a Gaussian with mean 0 and standard deviation for each dimension equal to the standard deviation of the data for that dimension. Then the goal of each algorithm is to detect the change point (exactly). For each algorithm we pass input parameters for detecting one change point, and evaluate the results according to F-measure against the true change point. As several of the baselines scale quadratically or slower, we subset all datasets to a size of 500. However, in Section 7.2 we show that our algorithms easily scale to 10K − 80K time ticks and 100 − 800 dimensions. The results are averaged over 20 repetitions.
Baselines We compare BnB to the following recently proposed multivariate change detection methods:
• Parametric: PELT (Killick, 2012) is a dynamic programming (DP)-based approach. GFL (Bleakley, 2011) uses group-fused lasso. DML (Xing, 2003 ) is a distance metric learning approach, using a Mahalanobis metric.
• Nonparametric: KCP (Desobry, 2005 ) is a kernelbased approach. EDiv (Matteson, 2014) and ECP (Matteson, 2014) use the E-statistic, a nonparametric goodness-of-fit statistic, with hierarchical division and DP. MRho (Kojadinovic, 2016 ) uses Spearman's rho.
We show results for unnormalized data in Table 4 , and normalized data in Table 5 . In both, BnB and BnBO perform the best on almost all the datasets. Normalization does not significantly affect our methods, as all their steps are invariant to scaling. The baselines mostly perform slightly better with normalization than without. The results averaged over all 11 datasets is in Figures 3a and 3b . BnB and BnBO significantly outperform the baselines: e.g. by 82% or more for BnB. Between our two methods, BnB generally performs better, but BnBO still outperforms the baselines significantly despite all the baselines being offline. Table 5 : F-measure for single change point detection (with normalization) Multiple Change Detection We use the same settings, except with 5 change points, sampled uniformly without replacement from 0.1n to 0.9n (rounded). We evaluate each algorithm based on its top 5 changes, again using F-measure, compared to the true changes. Results are averaged over 20 repetitions.
The results are shown in Table 6 for unnormalized data and Table 7 for normalized data. BnB and Table 7 : F-measure for multiple change point detection (with normalization) sults are averaged over datasets and over 5 repetitions; the other settings follow the previous section. Our methods perform consistently well across values.
7.2 Q2. Scalability Next, we verify that our methods scale linearly. We repeatedly duplicate our Occupancy dataset in time ticks and dimensions, add Gaussian noise to each dimension with standard deviation equal to the standard deviation of that dimension, then subset the data to the required size. Figure 6a shows that BnB and BnBO scale linearly in time ticks; here dimensions is fixed at 100. Figure 6b shows that they scale linearly in dimensions; here time ticks is fixed at 10, 000. Both methods are fast: for 100 dimensional data, BnB takes 1.2ms per time tick on average, while BnBO takes 0.7ms, on a laptop computer. The online nature of BnBO means that in settings where we need incremental results, it provides further efficiency gains compared to repeatedly running an offline algorithm. 7.3 Q3. Real-World Effectiveness We now evaluate our methods against the same baselines on a realworld occupancy detection task [6] , with ground truth change points when the room changed from being unoccupied to occupied, or vice versa, resulting in 13 change points. The sensors measure the room's temperature, humidity, light and carbon dioxide levels. Ground truth occupancy was obtained from time-stamped pictures taken every minute. We evaluate using F-measure, where reported change points are considered as correctly matched to a given ground truth change if the two are at most 'tolerance' minutes apart, where we plot different values of 'tolerance' in Figure 7 . We repeat each method 5 times and average the results.
BnB and BnBO outperform the baselines, with BnB having F-measure of 115% higher accuracy. We omit GFL, DML and KCP as they did not terminate after 16 hours. (BnB and BnBO took 57s and 28s.) Accuracy for occupancy detection: our methods detect changes in occupancy in a room accurately, based on F-measure.
Conclusion
We propose BnB, which uses an ensemble of random partitions to measure change score. It generalizes to different data types , and BnBO provides an online approach. Our contributions are:
1. Algorithm: We propose a novel online nonparametric change detection approach.
2. Scalability: BnBO is linear ( Figure 1a ) and online, using bounded memory and time per iteration.
3. Effectiveness: Our algorithms outperform baselines in accuracy by 70% F-measure or more, on real and synthetic data. Theorem 6.3 provides a theoretical guarantee on the false positive rate.
